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The figures in the margin indicate full marks
for the questians

Answer oae question from each Unit

UMT-I

1' (a/ Find the negative root of x3 -2x+5 =O
correct to three places of decimals by
Newton-Raphson method. 5

[b] Find the function whose first difference is
x3 +3x2 +5x+72. Write the result in
factorial polynomial expansion form' 3+2=5

2, (a) Find. the positive real root of
xlogrs x = l'2 using the bisection m6thod
in four iterations. 5
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[b/ Find t]re second difference of the
polynomial f(xl=7xa +t2x3 -6*2 +5*-3
taking h = 2 giving the result in normal
polynomial form. 4+ 1=5

UNIT-II

3. (a) Obtau Newton's divided difference
interpolation formula for interpolation
with non-equal intervals of tJre argument. 6

(b] Find iogro n by Newton's formula for
forward interpolation given that

log1s 3' 14 1=0'497 067 9364
log1s 3' 142=O'4972061807
log1o 3' 143=O'49734438 10

1og1s 3' 144=0'497 4a2537 4
log1e 3' 145=O' 497 6206498

using n =3'1415926536. 4

a. /a/ Find the equation of the cubic curve
which passes through the points (4, -431,
(z 83), (e, s2?, (12, 10s3). 4

/bj Obtain Newton's backward interpolation
formula for interpolation with equal
intervals of tlle argument 6
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t UNTT-III

5. /aj Solve the following system of equations
by Gaussian elimination method : 6

2.51x + 1.489 + 4' 532 = 0'05
L.48x+O'939 - 1'302 = I'O3

2. 68x + 3'O4g -1'482 = -0'.53

(b/ Solve the following by Gauss-Jordan
method 2 4

x+g+z=9
2x-39+42=73
3x+4A+5z-=40

6. /4] Solve 2x+3y=3;'2x+39=5 by Gauss-
Seidel iteration method.

fbj By Crout's method, solve the following
system of simultaneous equations : 6

2x-6Y+82=24
5x+49 -32 =2
3x+g+22=16

UNIT-IV

7. (a) The tunction /(x)is tabulated in the table
below :

x o-7 o.8 o.9 1.0 1.1

c o.6442r4 o.717356 o.7a3327 o.84147 r o.a91207

Find /'(0.77).
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(b) Obta:r:. the formula for Simpson's
one-third rule of integration for
numerical integration.

8. (a] From the table below, find f"(O'15):

e.(a)

,ro dx
Evaluate I;# by using trapezoidal

rule.

UNIT-V

Given that
d.v *!=\, s1r1=rclx x xo

Evaluate g (1.3) by Euler's multiple-step
method.

Find the approximate solution of the
initial value problem A'=l+A2, UPI=O
by Picard's method and compare it with
the exact solution.

Using any predictor-corrector method, find
y(0.4) for the differential equation

6

6

(b)

(b)

10.

fl=r+xs sPl=z 10
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x oo 0.05 o.1 o.15 o.20 o-25 0.30 o.35

c t.275 1,.342 t.5t7 l.a2r 1.99 2.45 2.45 3.40
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Answer all questions

SEc-floN-A
( Multiple Choice )

( Marks: lO I

Each question carries I mark

Put a Tick EI mark against the correct answer in the box
provided :

1. Which of the following statements is true for difference
operator, where A, V, 6, p stand for forward, backward,
central and average difference operators respectively?

(a) L"ai = Ln-lai*t - Ln-Lai tr

(b) v"ai =Yngi+t -Yn-lgi-r tr

(d) t f(x) = /(, .*). t(- -*) tr.

(c) s/(x ) = t(. -*)- , (. .*) tr
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2. A reciprocal factorial function denoted by :6(-n), where n is
a positive integer is a product of the form given by

(a) lx+hl(x+2hl(x+3h)...1x+nhl tr

x(x + hl(x + 2hl(x + 3h1... lx + nhl

1

x(x + hl(x + 2hl(x + 3hl ...1x + (n - 1)h l

(x+ h)(x+ 2hl(x+3hl...lx+ nhl

3. While constructing a forward difference table if six
arguments are given, the forward difference table will
contain terms up to

(a) L6a tr

(b) Lbu tr

(c) ds tr

(d/ None of the above tr
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4. lf f(xl={-, then the divided difference of 6(a,b) is
x'

' equal to

ot 1"u!!t tr
a-b-

ab + bc+ ac(ol ----;-z- " u
a-b'c-

at @;2t tr
ao b'

pl @;2) tr
ao b'

5. The method for obtaining the solution of the system of
simultaneous equation by Gauss elimination method
depends on reducing the coeflicient matrix to a/ an

(a/ diagonal matrix tr

(b) lower triangular matrix tr

/c/ upper triangular matrix tr

(d") diagonally dominant matrix tr
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6. The coefficient matrix obtained from the simultaneous
equations

a1lx + a12! + alsz = d1, b2f + b22! + b23z = d2'
calx+ ca2! + ca3z = d3

will be a diagonally dominant matrix if

larrl > larzl+ larsl
(a) lbzil>-lb22l+lbyl tr

lca 1l > lca2l+ lca3l

la11l > la12l + la13l
(b) lbzzl>-lb2l+lb23] tr

lca3l > lcall + lca2l

larrl .lorzl+ larsl
(c) lb22l<lb2l+lb6l tr

lca3l < lcall+ lca2l

la11l + la12l + la13l > ldll
(d) lbzil+lb22l+lbzsl>ldzl tr

lcall+ lca2l+ lca3l> ld3l

7. In the general quadrature formula, trapezoidal rule is
obtained by putting

(a) n=2 D

(b) n=4 A

(c) n=2 arrd4bot}: tr

(d) n=l tr
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8. The value of y'(5) from the table

. (a) 625 tr

(b) 6.2s tr

(c) 0'62s u

, (d) 0.0625 tr

;
9. The formula for solving the first-order differential

tTrt
equation ft=tt*,g) with Alxol= ys by. Taylor's series

. method is

(a) at = so * IXof lL aoldx tr

(b) a1=ao+!,a'o+*.rU.... tr

(c) At=ao+hf(xo,yo) tr

(d) At=Ao+LA tr
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10. For solving ordinary differential equation numerically,
which among the following is applied if successive
derivatives can be obtained easily?

(a/ Taylor's method tr

(b/ Picard's method tr

(c) Euler's method tr

. (d/ Runge-Kutta method tr
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SECTION_B

(Very Short Answer )

(Marks: 15 )

' Each question carries 3 marks ' /
1. Evaluate

alo[(r - xl1-zx2l(t-sx3;6 -+*4ll
where A is forward difference operator,
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2. Obtain the relation between divided difference and simple
difference grven by

6(xr,, xa-1, ..., xB, )c2, *r, *ol=#
where 6 denotes divided difference and A denotes simpie
difference.
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3. What is diagonally dominant system for a simultaneous
, equation? Are the given equations diagonally dominant?

3x+99 -22=lO
4x+29 +L3z=19

4x-29 + z=3
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4. Use Simpson's 1/3rd rule to find an approximate value of

log 2 from ttre integrar Jr24I.
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5. Using Runge-Kutta method of second-order, Iind gr (0.1) for
tfie differential equation

*=*+s2, s(ol=rax
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